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Abstract A method of calculation for the variational derivatives for gravitational
actions in the pseudo-Riemannian case is proposed as a practical variant of the first
order formalism with constraints. The method is then used to derive the metric
field equations for a generic f(R) model.
PACS 04.20.Fy, 04.20.Cv
1 Introduction
It is customary to start a study of given gravitational model with a suitable ac-
tion form and derive the corresponding field equations for a model by calculating
the variational derivative chosen from a given set of various related calculational
techniques.
The so-called first order formalism is an efficient and fairly flexible calculational
framework that allows one to discuss a wide class of gravitational models ranging
from modified general relativity, Riemann-Cartan type gravitational models[2],
teleparallel gravitational models[3] to metric-affine gravity [4]. The independent
gravitational field variables are basis coframe and connection forms and only the
exterior derivatives of these variables are allowed in the Lagrangian form. Within
this framework, it is possible to introduce constraints for various field variables.
For example, in teleparallel gravity, the curvature is constrained to vanish whereas
in a metric theory, torsion is constrained to vanish by introducing the appropriate
Lagrange multipliers.
In the metric approach using a coordinate basis, on the other hand, the only
gravitational variable is assumed to be the metric tensor. The variational deriva-
tive of a given gravitational Lagrangian, which is usually composed of curvature
invariants, may then be calculated in stages from a Lagrangian density of the form
L = L[gαβ] ∗ 1 (1)
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where ∗1 =
√
|gαβ |
1
4!
ǫαβµνdx
α ∧ dxβ ∧ dxµ ∧ dxν is invariant four dimensional
volume element in terms of some local coordinates {xα}.
In order to find the field equations for a gravitational Lagrangian form L de-
pending on some curvature scalars, one calculates the variational derivative
Eαβ ≡
δL
δgαβ
(2)
in the metric formalism. The metric field equations can be found, in the first or-
der formalism in the manner of Palatini [5], with the connection constrained by
introducing vanishing non-metricity and vanishing torsion constraints relative to
a coordinate basis, see for example, [1]. On the other hand, instead of introduc-
ing constraints for independent connection as a gravitational variable, one often
calculates the variational derivative δL/δΓµ
αβ
and then, one converts variational
derivative with respect to connection coefficients (that is, the Christoffel symbols)
into the variational derivatives with respect to metric components by making use
of
δΓµ
αβ
=
1
2
gµν [(δgνα);β + (δgνβ);α − (δgαβ);ν ] (3)
and the Leibnitz property of the covariant derivatives with respect to the basis
frame fields {∂α} denoted by ;α. In deriving (3), one makes essential use of the
classical expression
Γµ
αβ
=
1
2
gµν(gνα,β + gνβ,α − gαβ,ν). (4)
In an analogous calculation relative to an orthonormal coframe, the metric
field equations can be derived from the coframe variation in the first order formal-
ism. The constraints for connection can be imposed using a Lagrange multiplier
in a manner analogous to the corresponding constraints relative to a coordinate
basis mentioned above. On the other hand, in a typical calculation relative to an
orthonormal coframe in the pseudo-Riemannian case, the constraints can be in-
troduced by corresponding Lagrange multipliers and subsequently, the Lagrange
multipliers are eliminated from field equations.
The present paper introduces a method, in the pseudo-Riemannian case and
using an orthonormal coframe, which cast the constrained first order formulation
in a form analogous to the well-known coordinate version highlighted above in
(1)-(4). In particular, a version of the identity in (3) is given for the vanishing
torsion constraint for a metric compatible connection for a formulation relative to
an orthonormal coframe. This identity is then used to show that the metric field
equations derived using the identity.
For the rest of the paper, the exterior algebra of differential forms defined on
pseudo-Riemannian manifolds is used. The notation used in the following follows
almost identically that of [6],[7] (except the formal difference in the definition of
Einstein 3-form specified below). For the convenience of the reader, the notation
can be summarized as follows. The metric field equations for gravitational models
will be derived from an action I and the Lagrangian 4-form L of the form
I =
∫
U
L[ea, ωab] (5)
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defined on some open subset U ⊂ M on a chart on a pseudo-Riemannian mani-
fold M with the metric g = ηabe
a ⊗ eb. The Lagrangian form L depends on the
gravitational variables ea, ωab and their exterior derivatives. {e
a} is the set of g-
orthonormal basis 1-forms dual to the basis vector fields Xa. Relative to this basis
the metric components are constant and ηab = diag(−+++). iXa ≡ ia denotes the
contraction operator with respect to basis vector Xa. The Greek letters are used
for the coordinate components of tensors whereas the Latin letters refers to the
components relative to an orthonormal coframe. The coordinate components of
basis vector fields are ea = eaαdx
α and Xa = e
α
a∂α with e
α
ae
b
α = δ
a
b , e
α
ae
a
β = δ
α
β .
Multiple exterior products are abbreviated as ea ∧ eb ∧ ec · · · ≡ eabc···, etc. for con-
venience. The invariant volume element is ∗1 = e0123. The Hodge dual operator ∗
is defined by the metric and a fixed orientation and it provides an inner product
for p-forms. In terms of connection 1-forms {ωab}, the Maurer-Cartan structure
equations for the torsion 2-form T a and curvature 2-form Rab read
T a = Dea = dea + ωab ∧ e
b (6)
Rab = dω
a
b + ω
a
c ∧ ω
c
b (7)
respectively. D stands for the covariant exterior derivative whereas ∇a denotes
the covariant derivative and general definitions can be found in for example in [7].
The Ricci 1-form and scalar curvature can be expressed in terms of the contraction
of the curvature 2-form as Ra ≡ ibR
ba and R ≡ iaR
a respectively where Rab =
1
2R
a
bcde
cd. Finally, δ stands for an infinitesimal variation in a field variable it
precedes.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section, metric equations
for a generic gravitational Lagrangian are derived from a coframe equations in the
first order formalism. The pseudo-Riemannian subcase is shown to be obtained
by introducing Lagrange multiplier terms in a streamlined way. In the following
section, the metric field equations are obtained in the same generality without
the use of Lagrange multipliers relative to an orthonormal coframe. The proposed
method of calculation for the metric equations is then applied to f(R) model. The
paper concludes with brief comments on the formalism. For the sake of simplicity
only the vacuum equations of the models are discussed.
2 First order formalism in brief
In the first order formalism, by making use of the exterior algebra of forms, it is
possible to derive the orthonormal coframe expressions for the corresponding field
equations. In this more efficient method of calculations compared to coordinate
calculations, the coframe ea (metric) and the connection ωab are assumed to be
independent gravitational variables where only the first order derivatives dea, dωab
are allowed in the Lagrangian form L = L[ea, ωab, de
a, dωab]. The models with local
lorentz invariance in general forbids the explicit ωab dependence of the action form
and consequently ωab enters into the Lagrangian form via curvature 2-form Rab or
its contractions.
The total variational derivative of a general Lagrangian form L = L[ea, T a, Rab]
can be written as
δL = δea ∧
∂L
∂ea
+ δRab ∧
∂L
∂Rab
+ δT a ∧
∂L
∂T a
(8)
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where the partial derivative of the Lagrangian form with respect to a tensor-valued
form can be defined in terms of usual partial derivatives and the technical details on
this technical point can be found in [2], see also [4]. The total variational derivative
can be converted into variational derivative with respect to independent variables
{ea} and {ωab} by making use of the variational identities
δRab = Dδωab (9)
and
δT a = Dδea − δωab ∧
1
2
(
ea ∧
∂L
∂T b
− eb ∧
∂L
∂T a
)
(10)
where the coefficient of δωab is antisymmetrized. These equations yield the general
variational expression
δL = δea ∧
(
∂L
∂ea
+D
∂L
∂T a
)
+ δωab ∧
[
D
∂L
∂Rab
−
1
2
(
ea ∧
∂L
∂T b
− eb ∧
∂L
∂T a
)]
. (11)
The coefficient of δωab is antisymmetric in the indices a, b since Rab + Rba = 0 as
a result of metric compatibility. The above general expression for the variational
derivative and the first order formalism allows one to study quite diverse grav-
itational models within a unified variational principle, see for example, [2]. The
pseudo-Riemannian subcase is obtained by introducing the appropriate constraints
on the independent connection. The connection is metric compatible, which and
the metric compatibility condition explicitly reads,
Dηab = −ηacω
c
b − ηbcω
c
a = 0 (12)
in terms of the covariant exterior derivative relative to an orthonormal coframe.
This is an algebraic constraint which can be implemented into the variational
derivative with respect to connection form simply by assuming δωab + δωba = 0
which directly follows from (12). On the other hand in order to implement zero-
torsion constraint on the connection one extends the lagarangian form L[ea, Rab]
with a Lagrange multiplier term LC to have
Le[e
a, Rab, Ta, λ
a] = L[ea, Rab] + LC [Ta, λ
a] (13)
where
LC = λ
a ∧ Ta (14)
imposes the zero-torsion constraint on the connection 1-form ωab. The zero torsion
constraint is a dynamical constraint since it involves dea and ωab in the particular
tensorial form
T a = dea + ωab ∧ e
b = 0. (15)
The coframe (metric) equations are then take the form
δL
δea
≡ ∗Ea =
∂L
∂ea
+Dλa (16)
whereas the connection equations become
Πab =
1
2
(ea ∧ λb − eb ∧ λa). (17)
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The tensor- valued auxiliary 3-form Πab, satisfying Πab +Πba = 0 defined to be
Πab ≡ D
∂Le
∂Rab
= D
∂L
∂Rab
(18)
since, in this particular case one has
∂LC
∂Rab
≡ 0. (19)
The connection equations (17) can be regarded as a set of algebraic equations for
the Lagrange multiplier form and they can be solved for the Lagrange multiplier
λa uniquely subject to the remaining field equations for the extended Lagrangian,
namely,
∂Le
∂λa
=
∂LC
∂λa
= T a = 0. (20)
The auxiliary tensor-valued 3-form Πab can have at most 24 independent com-
ponents and this number is also equal to the number of independent components
of the Lagrange multiplier, which is a vector valued 2-form λa = 1
2
λabce
bc. Conse-
quently λa and Πab can be considered to be equivalent [4]. Explicitly, by calculat-
ing two successive contractions of the (17), one can find λa in terms of the other
dynamical variables as
λa = 2ibΠ
ba −
1
2
ea ∧ ibicΠ
bc. (21)
Consequently, using (21), the variable λa can be eliminated from the coframe
equations in favor of the other field variables. In doing so, one obtains the general
form of the metric field equations
∗Ea =
∂L
∂ea
+ 2DibΠ
ba +
1
2
ea ∧DibicΠ
bc (22)
where Ea = Eabe
b and the components relative to orthonormal coframe Eab is
related to the corresponding coordinate expression in (2) by Eαβ = e
a
αe
b
βEab.
Recapitulating the method of obtaining the metric equations in the pseudo-
Riemannian subcase by using the first order formalism relative to an orthonormal
coframe, the coframe(i.e., the metric) equations are obtained by eliminating the
Lagrange multiplier by solving the connection equations and express the Lagrange
multiplier 2-form λa in terms of the remaining gravitational variables. λa is calcu-
lated by taking into account the constraint equation T a = 0 so that the constrained
Lagrangian form Le in the constrained first order formalism corresponds to the
metric field equations of the original Lagrangian with the metric as the only grav-
itational variable.
3 Implementation of constraints without Lagrange multipliers
The formulae (4) for the variational derivative of the Christoffel symbols can be
derived from the expression (5) and (4) relates the variational derivative δΓµ
αβ
to
the variational derivative of the metric components relative to a local coordinate
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basis. In order to dispense with the Lagrange multipliers one has to find the ana-
logue of these relations relative to an orthonormal coframe. This can be done as
follows.
It is convenient to start with the Maurer-Cartan structure equations
T a = dea + ωab ∧ e
b = 0 (23)
The connection can be written in terms of basis coframe 1-forms ea and dea by
solving the Maurer-Cartan structure equations with T a = 0. More explicitly, by
calculating the two successive contraction of the equations (23) and taking into
account the metric compatibility ωab + ωba = 0, it is possible to invert (23) to
express ωab in the following convenient form
ωab =
1
2
iaib(de
c ∧ ec)− i
adeb + ibde
a. (24)
(24) is an expression for the Levi-Civita connection corresponding to the expression
(5) for the Christoffel symbols relative to a coordinate frame.
The variational derivative of (23) with T a = 0, yields
δdea + δωab ∧ e
b + ωab ∧ δe
b = 0. (25)
where the property that δ commutes with exterior derivative d (but not with the
covariant exterior derivative D) has been used. Rearranging the terms this can be
written in the compact and convenient form
Dδea + δωab ∧ e
b = 0. (26)
(26), in fact, relates the variational change in ωab to δe
a. In technically the same
way as (24) is derived from (23), (26) can be inverted to express δωab in terms
of the covariant exterior derivative of the variational derivative δea. In effect, by
noting that δωab + δωba = 0, one can find
δωab =
1
2
iaib(Dδe
c ∧ ec)− i
aDδeb + ibDδe
a. (27)
This key relation can conveniently be obtained from (24) by the following for-
mal replacements dea 7→ Dδea and ωab 7→ δωab because such replacements map
equations (23) to equations (26). (A derivation is provided in Appendix below).
The relation (27) then can be used to implement a metric variational derivative
relative to an orthonormal coframe without the need to introduce the corresponding
Lagrange multiplier. This key relation effectively eliminates the variable ωab in the
metric case. In this regard, (27) is an expression analogous to (3) defined relative
to a coordinate basis. In addition, (27) obviously allows one to adopt the basis
coframe forms as the only dynamical gravitational variable.
Returning now to the total variational the expression (8), for a general L =
L[ea, Rab], it can be rewritten as
δL = δea ∧
∂L
∂ea
+ δωab ∧D
∂L
∂Rab
. (28)
Now, for convenience, by making using of Πab for second the partial derivative on
the right hand side and also using (27) in the total variational formulae, one finds
δL = δea ∧
∂L
∂ea
+
[
1
2
iaib(Dδe
c ∧ ec)− 2iaDδeb
]
∧Πab (29)
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where the antisymmetry property, Πab + Πba = 0, has been used in the second
term in the square bracket.
Next, recall the following useful identity for the contraction operator
iaη ∧ σ + (−1)pη ∧ iaσ = 0 (30)
for an arbitrary p-form η and q-form σ with p+ q ≥ 5. (30) then can be used to
obtain the following relations
iaDδeb ∧Π
ab = −δeb ∧DiaΠ
ab + d(eb ∧ iaΠ
ab), (31)
iaib(Dδe
c ∧ ec) ∧Π
ab = δec ∧ ec ∧DiaibΠ
ab + d(δec ∧ ec ∧ iaibΠ
ab). (32)
Using these relations, the total variational expression can in turn be rewritten in
the form
δL = δea ∧
∂L
∂ea
+ δeb ∧ 2DiaΠ
ab +
1
2
δec ∧ ec ∧DiaibΠ
ab (33)
up to irrelevant total derivative term. This yields the total variational derivative
of a given gravitational Lagrangian with respect to basis coframe 1-forms
∗Ea =
∂L
∂ea
+ 2DibΠ
ba +
1
2
ea ∧DibicΠ
bc (34)
The expression on the right hand side in (34) is the same as (22) derived previously
where the dynamical constraint is introduced by using Lagrange multiplier and
Dλa term is recovered by noting that T a = Dea = 0 and the linearity property
of the covariant exterior derivative D. It is worth to emphasize that it is obtained
from the connection variational term by expressing δωab in terms of δe
a.
As a result, for a general gravitational Lagrangian, the use of the expression
(27) and the subsequent well-known identities for the contraction operator, ex-
terior derivative and the covariant exterior derivative, one can calculate metric
field equations derived from the orthonormal coframe equations without introduc-
ing a constraint on the connection 1-form via a Lagrange multiplier term. The
concise and practical method of calculating metric equations makes the calcula-
tions relative to an orthonormal coframe even more transparent yet it also mimics
the corresponding calculations relative to a coordinate basis referred in the in-
troduction. The advantages are in fact more evident in actual calculations for a
given gravitational Lagrangian form of any complexity. In support of this claim,
an illustrative example is presented in some detail in the next section.
4 An application: A derivation of metric f(R) equations
In order to provide a concrete example regarding to the use of the general scheme
of variational calculus provided above in some generality, let us take the modified
gravitational Lagrangian based on so-called f(R) models [10]. Explicitly, let us
consider the popular generalization of Einstein-Hilbert action of the form
L = f(R) ∗ 1 (35)
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where the function f is assumed to be a differentiable and arbitrary algebraic func-
tion of the scalar curvature R. The total variational derivative of the Lagrangian
form then is of the form
δL = δf(R) ∗ 1 + f(R)δ ∗ 1. (36)
For the variational derivative in the first term one uses δf(R) = dfdRδR ≡ f
′δR and
consequently the total variational derivative can be rewritten in the form
δL = δωab ∧D(f
′ ∗ eab) + δea ∧ [f ′Rbc ∧ ∗e
bc
a + (f − f
′R) ∗ ea] (37)
Here D stands for covariant exterior derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita
connection ωab and by taking into account D ∗ e
ab = 0 which follows from the
assumption T a = 0 one arrives at
δL = δωab ∧ df
′ ∧ ∗eab + δea ∧ [f ′Rbc ∧ ∗e
bc
a + (f − f
′R) ∗ ea] (38)
and thus note that Πab = df ′ ∧ ∗eab in the Riemannian case for f(R) model. One
uses the key relation (27) to simplify the first term on the right hand side as
δωab ∧ df
′ ∧ ∗eab =
[
1
2
iaib(Dδe
c ∧ ec)− iaDδeb + ibDδea
]
∧ df ′ ∧ ∗eab
= −2iaDδeb ∧ df
′ ∧ ∗eab (39)
because one has iaib(df
′ ∧∗eab) = 0 identically. Consequently, the total variational
expression with respect to the basis coframe forms takes the form
δL = δea ∧ [2D ∗ (df ′ ∧ ea)− 2f ′ ∗Ga + (f − f
′R) ∗ ea] (40)
where the definition ∗Ga ≡ − 12Rbc ∧ ∗e
bc
a has been introduced. Ga = Gabe
b and
Gab are components of the Einstein tensor relative to orthonormal coframe. Con-
sequently, the vacuum field equations ∗Ea = 0 for f(R) model can be rewritten in
the form
− ∗
(
f ′Ra −
1
2
fea
)
+D ∗ (df ′ ∧ ea) = 0. (41)
The second term can also be put into the well-known form by using the operator
identity Dia+ iaD = ∇a acting on a p-form [7] and by noting that D ∗ (df
′ ∧ ea) =
Dia ∗ df ′. Consequently, one ends up with
D ∗ (df ′ ∧ ea) = ∇a ∗ df
′ − ia(d ∗ df
′). (42)
Finally, by noting that covariant derivative of a Riemannian connection commutes
with the Hodge dual operator ∗ [7], and that ∆f ′ ≡ ∗d ∗ df ′
D ∗ (df ′ ∧ ea) = ∗[∇adf
′ − (∆f ′)ea]. (43)
Hence, the explicit form of the fourth order equations ∗Ea = 0 in (41) is in accor-
dance with the corresponding metric equation
Eαβ = f
′Rαβ −
1
2
gαβf −∇α∇βf
′ + gαβ∇
µ∇µf
′ = 0 (44)
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which can be derived relative to a coordinate basis using the formulae (1)-(4)
above. In contrast, the derivation of the form (41) is more effective and straight-
forward. As advertised, the use of the algebra of exterior forms, without introduc-
ing a constraint into the original Lagrangian form, together with the use of the
variational identity (27) provide a more direct means of calculation for the metric
equations in the pseudo-Riemannian case. This method of calculation was previ-
ously implied and was in fact made use of in the limited context of Brans-Dicke
theory [8].
5 Concluding comments
First of all, the method of calculation of the metric equations provided above en-
hances the flexibility of the general first order formalism and reflects the efficiency
of the use of an orthonormal coframe instead of a coordinate coframe as well. In
that, the use of exterior algebra of tensor-valued forms and the orthonormal basis
coframe 1-forms as the basic gravitational variable provides a considerable calcu-
lational advantage, where one has to deal with less number of indices. Moreover,
the calculations towards the elimination of the Lagrange multiplier are avoided
altogether. In contrast, a relation among (initially) independent variables that can
be put into a constraint equation, then the constraint can be implemented into the
calculation of the variational derivative by a corresponding Lagrange multiplier.
Alternatively, as discussed above it is sufficient to use the variational derivatives
of the constraint equation relating the independent variables. Such an equation in
principle can simply be obtained from the constraint itself and subsequently it is
possible to eliminate a dependent variable from the total variational derivative in
this way. The idea of implementing constraints in this work is quite general and
can be applied to other constrained systems as well. The metric field equations for
any modified Lagrangian studied, for example, in [9] can alternatively be found in
this way.
As a final remark, note that although a specific form of constraint is used to
derive the field equations in two equivalent but different ways above, it is also
possible to implement the constraints different then considered in the above ex-
ample. For instance, a constraint enforcing the independent connection 1-form to
particular field value can also be implemented into the variational procedure as
well [6]. More explicitly, such a constraint can be implemented by extending the
original Lagrangian form by the constraint
LC = λa ∧ (T
a − Fa) (45)
which imposes the constraint T a = Fa where Fa is given vector-valued 2-form
which is a functional of some other independent field variables. In this case (26)
becomes
Dδea + δωab ∧ e
b = δFa (46)
and the inversion of this equation as well as the ensuing equations require Fa to
be specified in terms of the field variables and the subsequent equations are to be
changed accordingly.
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Appendix
It is possible to derive (27) in the same way as the equations (24) derived from
the Maurer-Cartan structure equations. Explicitly, (24) can be derived from (23)
as follows.
A contraction of (23) with ic yields
ωac = icdea + (icωab)e
b (47)
whereas a second successive contraction with id yields
idicdea = −icωad + idωac. (48)
Now by taking into account the metric compatibility condition, ωab+ωba = 0 and
by using (48) in (47) one arrives at
2ωab = (iaibdec)e
c − iadeb + ibdea. (49)
Finally, by using the double contraction identity
iaib(dec ∧ e
c) = (iaibdec)e
c + iadeb − ibdea (50)
(49) yields the convenient form (24).
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